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Chapter 1081: Reunion of good friends (1) 

 

Feng Rao was pulled away from Dong Xinyu’s table by Xia ruofei until she heard Xia ruofei say to the 

waiter,””Please take us there!” 

Feng Rao finally came back to her senses and realized that Xia ruofei had been holding her hand the 

whole time. Her face heated up slightly and she gently broke free. 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but feel a little embarrassed. He didn’t have any bad intentions just now. He just 

didn’t want to be entangled with that small star anymore and wanted to pull Feng Jing away. 

In order to resolve the awkward atmosphere, Xia ruofei laughed dryly and said,””President Feng, there’s 

nothing to talk about with them. Let’s find a new brand ambassador!” 

Feng Rao sighed and said,””I’m just a little angry. It’s the first time I’ve seen such shameless people. 

They’re clearly the ones who went back on their words, but they’re still so righteous, as if we’re the ones 

in the wrong!” 

Xia ruofei laughed as he looked at Feng Jing. “You’ve already made your decision, haven’t you?” 

Feng Rao was stunned for a moment, then she nodded and said,”Yup! I chose Dong Xinyu back then 

because I fancied her pure and obedient image. I didn’t expect the contrast to be so great in reality ...” 

Xia ruofei laughed and said,”that’s why!” There’s nothing to be depressed about, we should be glad that 

we discovered it earlier! Otherwise, if we really sign her, she’ll cause a lot of negative news sooner or 

later, and our brand image will be damaged!” 

“En!” Feng Rao nodded. 

After hearing Xia ruofei’s words, she felt much better. 

Feng Rao then said with some annoyance,”Our funds were also suppressed by 100000 Yuan! This Dong 

Xinyu is really not particular about the way she does things!” 

“It’s only three to four days. They’ll return very soon,”Xia ruofei said indifferently. 

“Chairman, you gave them three days. Can they really pay on time?” Feng Rao asked unconfidently. 

Although 100,000 Yuan wasn’t a lot, Dong Xinyu and Fang Hongli’s faces were disgusting. The thought of 

the company’s funds being suppressed for another month made Feng Jing extremely unhappy. 

Of course, Feng Jing thought that Xia ruofei was just saying it out of anger or that he was trying to save 

some face. She did not take it seriously. 

“You’ll know in a few days,”Xia ruofei said with a faint smile. 

Xia ruofei was no longer the ignorant fool he was before. He did not take the initiative to provoke 

others, but if someone provoked him, he would not be polite. 



A small star like Dong Xinyu might seem very impressive to the average person, but in the eyes of those 

with real power, she was just an actress. With Xia ruofei’s strong network, it would be a matter of 

minutes if he wanted to deal with her. 

Let’s see if they know what’s good for them. 

Seeing that Xia ruofei did not want to say more, Feng Jing did not ask further. She took a deep breath 

and exhaled as if she wanted to get rid of all the gloominess she had today. 

As they spoke, the two of them were led to a booth by a waiter. 

Tang Yitian had personally reserved this table. This area was quieter than Dong Xinyu ‘s, and the seats 

were arranged in a well – arranged manner. There were some green plants in the middle that formed an 

ingenious barrier, making it quite private. 

“Would you like to order now?” The waiter pulled out a chair for Feng Rao and asked respectfully. 

Xia ruofei said,”let’s order when our friends arrive!” Please get us two glasses of lemon water!” 

“Alright, please wait a moment!” The waiter bowed slightly and left. 

This booth was in the shape of a, and it could comfortably seat five people. 

Considering that Tang Yitian and Jennifer would be coming over later, Xia ruofei and Feng Jing sat on the 

same side. 

The waiter quickly brought two glasses of lemon water and then quietly left. 

The environment of Zola’s restaurant was very good. Xia ruofei and Feng Jing chatted in low voices while 

listening to soothing piano music. They would occasionally take a sip of lemon water and felt very 

relaxed. 

After a while, Xia ruofei heard a clear voice.””RUO Fei, so you’ve already arrived! I’m sorry, I’m sorry ...” 

Xia ruofei and Feng Jing were sitting with their backs facing the crowd. When he heard Tang Yitian’s 

voice, he smiled and stood up with Feng Jing. 

“Big brother Tang! Sister – in – Law!” Xia ruofei greeted him with a smile. 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer greeted Xia ruofei with warm smiles. Tang Haoran was standing beside them. 

The little guy looked very calm, but the deep admiration in his eyes warmed Xia ruofei’s heart. 

Tang Haoran shouted with a trace of excitement,””Master!” 

Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. He reached out and touched his head.”Haoran, did you miss your 

master?” 

Tang Haoran nodded his head heavily. 

At this time, Xia ruofei realized that Feng Rao was staring at Tang Yitian and Jennifer with a shocked 

expression. 



Feng Jing knew that Xia ruofei had a good relationship with the Maya Group in Australia. After all, the 

application for the 10 million USD paradise charity fund was already in progress. 

Lin Qiao was a tight – lipped girl. Although she was on good terms with Feng Jing, she didn’t spread the 

news about Xia ruofei in Australia. Hence, Feng Jing didn’t know much about Xia ruofei’s relationship 

with Tang Yitian’s family. 
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Chapter 1082: Reunion of good friends (2) 

 

She didn’t expect Tang Yitian and his wife to be so close to Xia ruofei that they even took the initiative to 

invite him to dinner. 

Moreover, Tang Yitian and Jennifer’s child even called Xia ruofei master. 

What kind of person was Tang Yitian? He was a giant in the entire Australian retail industry, a world – 

Class rich man with tens of billions of dollars in assets! Moreover, Jennifer’s status in the entertainment 

industry was the same as Tang Yitian’s status in the business world. If she hadn’t retired at the peak of 

her career, she would have been a big sister – like figure! 

As a professional in the field of Finance and Business Administration, Feng Jing was naturally familiar 

with the world’s business leaders. She was also very familiar with Tang Yitian’s situation. 

As a Chinese, the fact that he was able to build such a huge business empire in Australia was something 

that Feng Jing admired greatly. 

To think that her idol would appear right in front of her. Feng Jing felt as if she was in a dream. 

Xia ruofei nudged Feng Rao lightly and smiled.””Big brother Tang, let me introduce you to Feng Jing, the 

General Manager of our paradise Corporation! Boss Feng, this is the Maya Group from Australia ...” 

“Chairman, there’s no need for introductions!” Feng Jing came back to her senses and said with a 

smile,”the famous founder of the Mei ya group, Mr. Tang Yitian, and the world – Class star, Ms. Jennifer. 

How could I not know them?” 

“Hello, President Feng!” Tang Yitian graciously extended his hand and said,”President Feng, you look 

young and promising! Ruofei’s company is full of vitality. I’m so envious!” 

Feng Rao gently shook Tang Yitian’s hand and smiled,””You’re too kind, Mr. Tang. You’re a business 

legend! When I was an MBA student, my teacher used the 2001 merger and acquisition case of the 

Meiya group as a classic case to teach us!” 

In 2001, through a series of dazzling operations, the Maya Group successfully acquired another large 

Australian retail company and completed absolute control, thus establishing its position as the 

Australian retail giant. 



Tang Yitian was still proud of this case, so after hearing Feng Jing’s words, he laughed out loud and 

said,””That was a long time ago. When I was young, I dared to fight and risk my life. Now, I don’t have 

the same drive as I did back then ...” 

“Mr. Tang is still very young! You’re too humble!” Feng Rao pursed her lips and smiled. 

Then she also greeted Jennifer politely, pinched Tang Haoran’s face very affectionately, and praised him. 

Unlike Lin Qiao, who was Jennifer’s hardcore fan, Feng Jing, as an excellent professional manager with a 

professional background, naturally admired Tang Yitian more. So, when facing the world – Class star 

Jennifer, she would not lose her composure like Lin Qiao. 

After some small talk, everyone sat down. 

Soon, the waiter came over with the menu. 

“RUO Fei, miss Feng, what would you like to eat?” Tang Yitian asked with a smile. 

“The guest does as the host wishes!” Xia ruofei shrugged his shoulders and said,”we don’t know much 

about this restaurant either. Brother Tang, you should keep an eye on it! But let me make this clear first! 

I didn’t bring my wallet today!” 

Tang Yitian laughed and said,””Then I’ll help you order! The foie gras in Zola’s restaurant is very good. 

You can try it later!” 

After that, Tang Yitian started to order the dishes. 

Zola’s restaurant was a global chain. Obviously, Tang Yitian had visited it more than once. He knew 

Jennifer and Tang Haoran’s taste very well, so he ordered the dishes very quickly. 

In addition to the signature dishes of Zola restaurant, Tang Yitian also ordered a bottle of red wine. 

“I have a few bottles of good wine in Sydney’s Zola,” Tang Yitian laughed.”But this is the Beijing shop, so 

I can only buy one bottle ...” 

Xia ruofei said exaggeratedly,”a bottle of 80000 Yuan is just passable?” Big brother Tang, don’t scare me 

...” 

“Don’t pretend to be poor in front of me, ruofei!”Tang Yitian laughed. 

Everyone sat down and chatted for a while before the dishes were served. 

The waiter took out a bottle of wine that was worth more than 80000 Yuan. After Tang Yitian checked it, 

he opened the bottle with his permission. 

“Come! Let’s have a drink first!” Tang Yitian raised his wine glass and said with a smile,”for our reunion 

in the capital!” 

Ding! Ding! 

Everyone clinked their glasses, took a sip of red wine, and then began to enjoy the exquisite French 

food. 



Tang Yitian and Jennifer were both people with very high emotional intelligence, so the atmosphere 

during the meal was very good. They also took Feng Jing’s feelings into consideration, looking for topics 

of common interest from time to time, so Feng Jing’s tension was quickly eliminated. 

Naturally, Xia ruofei wasn’t reserved. Besides chatting with Tang Yitian and his wife, he would also talk 

to Tang Haoran from time to time. 

However, since Feng Jing was present, Xia ruofei did not mention anything about cultivation. 

Tang Haoran seemed to have matured quite a bit. He was very respectful and affectionate towards Xia 

ruofei. 

Tang Yitian asked,”Oh right, ruofei, why did you come to the capital this time?” You said on the phone in 

the morning that there was an accident? Is there anything you need my help with?” 

When Feng Rao heard this, she subconsciously turned her eyes to Jennifer and her mind suddenly 

became active. 

However, Xia ruofei shook his head at Feng Rao discreetly and smiled.””It’s nothing, big brother Tang. I 

can handle it myself. ” 

Xia ruofei could guess what Feng Rao was thinking. 

Jennifer was a world – Class star. Compared to a small star like Dong Xinyu, the difference was like the 

difference between an ordinary working class and a billionaire. Or rather, there was no comparison at 

all. 

Feng Rao’s mind had been filled with the idea of a spokesperson for the past few days. Seeing that Xia 

ruofei and Tang Yitian were so close to each other, she naturally had the idea of asking Jennifer to be 

her spokesperson. 

If they could get a superstar like Jennifer to endorse them, it would be worth it even if they had to spend 

ten times the endorsement fee of Dong Xinyu. 

It was understandable for Feng Jing to have such thoughts, but Xia ruofei could not and did not want to 

do so. 

He believed that if he asked, Jennifer would definitely agree. 

However, Xia ruofei was also very clear that Jennifer had left the entertainment industry a long time 

ago. Moreover, she was Tang Yitian’s wife and had successfully changed her career. How could she be 

allowed to do such a thing? 

Even if Tang Yitian didn’t mind, Xia ruofei couldn’t do that. 

That was why Xia ruofei beat Feng Jing to it and told her that it was just a small problem. 

Tang Yitian saw that Xia ruofei didn’t want to talk about this topic, so he naturally didn’t continue to ask. 

He also vaguely knew about Xia ruofei’s magical ability, so he didn’t think that there was anything that 

would be difficult for Xia ruofei. 



As for Feng Jing, she naturally followed Xia ruofei’s lead. Although she didn’t quite understand, she 

believed that Xia ruofei had his reasons for doing so, so she obediently kept her mouth shut. 

“Okay. If you need any help, don’t hesitate to ask!” Tang Yitian smiled and nodded. 

“Of course I won ‘t!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”by the way, brother Tang, sister – in – Law, I don’t have 

much to do these two days. Why don’t we go to the famous places in the capital of China?” 

“Good, good!” Without waiting for Tang Yitian and his wife to speak, Tang Haoran said happily,”master, 

I’ve long wanted to go to the Great Wall to take a look. It’s because dad said that the Great Wall isn’t a 

hero!” 

Xia ruofei laughed.”Haoran, it’s easy if you want to be a hero. I’ll take you to climb the Great Wall 

tomorrow!” 

“En!” Tang Haoran nodded his head heavily. 

Xia ruofei casually brushed off the issue of finding a spokesperson for the jaded skin cream. Everyone 

tacitly stopped talking about this topic. 

Tang Yitian was also very happy to see Xia ruofei. He unconsciously drank a lot of red wine. 

He stood up and said,”I’m sorry, you guys can continue chatting. I’ll go to the washroom!” 
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Chapter 1083: I’ll introduce you to an important person (1) 

 

On Dong Xinyu’s side, the three of them had also exchanged toasts and drank quite a bit. 

After a few glasses of wine, Dong Xinyu’s face was flushed red, making her look even more charming and 

charming. Li Yao’s heart wavered as he looked at her, and his eyes were burning with passion. 

“Mr. Li, about the endorsement contract ...” Fang Hongli said in a sweet voice. 

Li Yao laughed and said,”don’t worry!” I’ve had my eyes on miss Dong for a long time, and I’ve brought 

the contract with me. Please sign it if there are no problems with it!” 

After he finished speaking, Li Yao took out two copies of the contract from his bag and handed it over. 

Fang Hongli and Dong Xinyu quickly took a copy each and found that the terms in the contract were 

exactly as Li Yao had said before. The contract was signed for three years, and the endorsement fee was 

three million Yuan per year, and it would increase year by year. 

At the end of the contract was Li Yao’s signature and the seal of Yafu company’s Huaxia District. 

Dong Xinyu rolled her eyes at Li Yao and said,””Boss li is so bad! You’ve already prepared the contract, 

but you’re not willing to take it out. You’re making him feel so uneasy ...” 



Li Yao laughed and grabbed Dong Xinyu’s fair hand. He squinted his eyes and said,””I’m just admiring 

miss Dong. I’m just afraid that after miss Dong signs the contract, she won’t be willing to talk to me!” 

Dong Xinyu allowed Li Yao to caress her hand as she said in a sweet voice,””How can that be? After I sign 

the contract, I’ll be yours. How would I dare to ignore you!” 

Li Yao could not help but burst into laughter when he heard this. He was indeed just teasing her. He was 

not worried about this at all. He was not even afraid that Dong Xinyu would go back on her word after 

signing the endorsement contract. 

A small star like Dong Xinyu would definitely not dare to play any tricks in front of Li Yao. Otherwise, she 

would not be able to survive. 

“Miss Dong, can you take a look at the contract? is there any other problem?” “Yes,” Li Yao said.”If 

there’s no problem, sign it!” 

“No problem, no problem!” Dong Xinyu quickly replied. 

After that, she exchanged a look with Fang Hongli, then took out a pen and signed her name at the end 

of the contract. Then she pressed her red fingerprint on the ink pad that Li Yao had prepared in advance 

and stamped her newly signed name. 

“Nice working with you, miss Dong and miss Fang!” Li Yao laughed. 

“Happy cooperation!” Dong Xinyu was also very happy. 

“Ms. Dong, I’ve already booked a room in Sheraton,” Li Yao said with a smile.”Let’s have a good chat 

about the specific arrangements for the endorsement tonight, okay?” 

Dong Xinyu glanced at Li Yao and said,””Alright! Boss Li, you have to give me some good guidance. I’m 

afraid I can’t do it well!” 

“Hahaha! “No problem, no problem ...” Li Yao said happily. 

Both parties kept a copy of the contract and sat down to chat for a while. Then, Li Yao got up and went 

to the bathroom. 

At this moment, his heart was burning with passion. He wanted to quickly pay the bill and bring Dong 

Xinyu to Sheraton to enjoy this young and beautiful Little Star. 

...... 

Tang Yitian came out of the bathroom and was washing his hands in front of the tap when he suddenly 

heard a surprised voice.””Mr. Tang!” 

He straightened his body and looked back. He was stunned for a second or two before he smiled and 

said,””You’re ... President li from Yafu, right?” 

“Yes, yes, yes. Mr. Tang really has a good memory!” Li Yao was a little flattered.”It turns out that Mr. 

Tang is also eating with Zola today!” We are really fated!” 



Tang Yitian and Li Yao weren’t familiar with each other, but this time, the Yafu group’s Wei nation 

headquarters didn’t participate in the summit. It was Li Yao who attended on behalf of the Yafu group. 

At the banquet organized by the summit, Li Yao took the initiative to toast a few glasses of wine to Tang 

Yitian and handed him his business card. That was why Tang Yitian had some impression of him. 

This was also because the party was held last night. If it had been a little longer, Tang Yitian would have 

certainly forgotten about Li Yao. 

He was a super – rich man with a net worth of more than 10 billion, one of the well – deserved Giants in 

the Australian retail industry. Although Li Yao’s status was also considered good, he was essentially just 

a senior employee of Yafu group. 

Although Li Yao was able to become the General Manager of the Huaxia region, he certainly had shares, 

dividends, and a generous annual salary, but compared with Tang Yitian, the difference was naturally 

like heaven and earth. 

Therefore, the fact that Tang Yitian could still remember his name already made Li Yao feel proud and 

flattered. 

“Nice to meet you, President li!” Tang Yitian said with a smile. 

“Hello, Mr. Tang!” Li Yao humbly asked,”where is Mr. Tang’s seat? I’ll go over and give a toast later!” 

Tang Yitian smiled.”Thank you for your kind intentions, President li. We’re just having a small gathering 

with family and friends. You don’t have to be so polite.” 

“You’re too kind, you should be! It’s fate that we met!” Li Yao said quickly. 

“There’s really no need for that, President li. I still have something to do. I’ll take my leave first ...”Tang 

Yitian said. 

“Good, good, good. Goodbye, Mr. Tang!” Li Yao said. 

Tang Yitian strode away. Li Yao didn’t even have the mood to go to the bathroom. He quickly returned 

to where Dong Xinyu and Fang Hongli were. 

He picked up his glass of red wine and said,”miss Dong, miss Fang, I just met a noble person. Come with 

me and give him a toast!” 

Although Tang Yitian had already declined, Li Yao felt that if he went over to propose a toast, at least he 

wouldn’t be blamed. After all, one shouldn’t slap a smiling face! Wasn’t there a rule of returning 

courtesy in China? 

Many relationships were built slowly like this. 

Besides, there was another important reason that made Li Yao want to get close to him no matter what. 

The biggest investor was the entertainment company under the Meiya group. It was said that this 

entertainment company was also personally managed by the wife of Tang Yitian, the International 

superstar Jennifer. 



The producer of “Angel of doom” was naturally appointed by Maya Entertainment. 

To be able to meet Tang Yitian at Zola’s restaurant, Li Yao naturally wanted to bring Dong Xinyu there to 

propose a toast and show her face. On one hand, it could also show off his strength, and perhaps it 

could also help Dong Xinyu unlock more positions. On the other hand, being on good terms with a super 

– rich man like Tang Yitian was something that Li Yao was looking forward to. 

Dong Xinyu and Fang Hongli also picked up their glasses and stood up. 

Dong Xinyu was almost all over Li Yao’s body. She asked in a sweet voice,””Boss li, who’s the Big Shot?” 

Holding back the burning fire in his heart, Li Yao moved aside and said,””When we get there later, don’t 

do this! You’re a pure and innocent female celebrity!” 

Li Yao was afraid that Dong Xinyu would not pay attention to it and ruin things, so he immediately 

said,””I’m taking you to see Mr. Tang Yitian, the founder of the Maya Group in Australia!” 

Dong Xinyu was just a small star. How would she know Tang Yitian’s identity? However, seeing that Li 

Yao attached so much importance to it, he didn’t dare to neglect it and quickly said,””I got it, boss li!” 

Li Yao looked at Dong Xinyu and knew that she did not know about Tang Yitian’s identity. He 

continued,””You should know about Maya Entertainment, right?” 

“Of course!” Dong Xinyu immediately replied. Boss li, among the joint investors of “the angel of doom,” 

Maya Entertainment has the biggest share of investment! Don’t tell me that the Meya group ...” 

“Meia entertainment is just a subsidiary of the Meia group!” Li Yao said proudly. And Mr. Tang Yitian’s 

wife, the real boss of Meiya entertainment, would definitely shock you if she told you!” 

“Boss li, don’t keep me in suspense, please give me some pointers!” “I don’t want you to know that I’ve 

offended a noble person ...” Dong Xinyu said in a sweet voice. 

Li Yao slightly raised his chin and said,””Mr. Tang’s wife was once the movie queen of one of the three 

major film festivals, the famous international superstar Jennifer! She’s also the head of Maya 

Entertainment!” 

After saying this, Li Yao’s face revealed a reserved expression, as if he was also proud of Tang Yitian and 

Jennifer’s amazing work. 

Dong Xinyu was immediately stunned. Her mouth was so wide that an egg could fit in it. 

After a long while, she came back to her senses and quickly asked,””Boss li, could it be ... Jennifer is here 

too?” 

“Of course!” Li Yao replied. So, you have to perform well later! If Jennifer thinks highly of you, your 

future will be limitless. It wouldn’t even be a problem to increase your screen time in ‘the angel of 

doom’!” 

Dong Xinyu and Fang Hongli looked at each other, and both of them were ecstatic. Dong Xinyu quickly 

said,””Yes, yes, yes! Thank you for your help, boss li ...” 



Li Yao said with a smile,” Miss Dong, as long as you work ‘diligently’, I promise that your future will be 

very smooth. I have some connections in the entertainment industry ...” 

Li Yao specially emphasized the word ‘heart’, and Dong Xinyu understood his meaning. She immediately 

threw a coquettish glance at Li Yao and said,””Don’t worry, boss Li, I know what to do!” 

“Hahaha! Let’s go!” “Don’t forget,” Li Yao said.”Remember to pay attention to your image ...” 

Although Tang Yitian didn’t tell Li Yao where his seat was, the Zola restaurant was only so big. Li Yao had 

also paid special attention to the direction Tang Yitian was walking in from the bathroom door, so it was 

still easy to find him. 

...... 

Tang Yitian didn’t take the coincidental meeting to heart. After he returned to his seat, he was still in a 

good mood, chatting with Xia ruofei and Feng Jing. 

Jennifer’s standard of Chinese was not bad, just that her spoken language was a little bad, but she had 

no problem with normal communication. She also especially liked to use idioms, although sometimes 

they were not used accurately, but they often produced a very funny effect. 

Feng Rao also took the opportunity to ask Tang Yitian about business, and Tang Yitian naturally told her 

everything he knew. 

Therefore, the atmosphere at the table was quite relaxed and cheerful. 

Tang Yitian was talking to Xia ruofei about paradise corporation’s abalone auction when he saw Li Yao’s 

group of three walking toward them. He couldn’t help but frown. 

Xia ruofei and Feng Jing’s backs were facing Li Yao and the other two. In order to ensure privacy, the 

backseats were designed to be very high. Therefore, they did not know that Li Yao, Dong Xinyu, and 

Fang Hongli were walking over. Of course, Li Yao and the other two naturally could not see Xia ruofei 

and Feng Jing. 

“Mr. Tang, Mrs. Tang!” Li Yao no longer had the slight sense of superiority he had in front of Dong Xinyu. 

With a warm smile on his face, he said,”let’s have a toast!” 

Although Tang Yitian didn’t really like Li Yao’s behavior, he still smiled and said,””You’re too kind, boss 

li!” 

Then, Tang Yitian picked up the glass. 

Li Yao was overjoyed to see this. Just as he was about to introduce Dong Xinyu to Tang Yitian and 

Jennifer, he heard Dong Xinyu let out a scream beside him ... 
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Chapter 1084: remorse (1) 

 



Li Yao immediately frowned and glared at Dong Xinyu. 

What kind of occasion was this? In front of him was the world’s richest man, Tang Yitian! This woman’s 

flustered behavior was really too rude! “This kind of small star is really not presentable ...” Li Yao 

thought to himself. He was already starting to regret bringing Dong Xinyu and Fang Hongli here. 

However, when he saw Dong Xinyu’s dumbstruck expression and followed her gaze, he could not help 

but widen his eyes and mouth as if he had seen a ghost. 

Naturally, Li Yao and the other two saw Xia ruofei with a contemplative look on his face and Feng Jing 

with her brows slightly furrowed. 

Xia ruofei and Feng Jing were walking with their backs facing them, and the seats were so high up. Li Yao 

also knew that Xia ruofei and Feng Jing worked for a small company in the southeast province. He didn’t 

expect that these two people were qualified to eat at the same table as Tang Yitian. 

Therefore, when Li Yao, Dong Xinyu, and Fang Hongli saw Xia ruofei, it was as if they were frozen in 

place. 

Dong Xinyu’s heart was filled with incomparable fear at this moment. 

She was going to play the second female lead in “the angel of doom” soon, and this movie was funded 

by Tang Yitian’s Meiya entertainment. 

When they were at the booth, Dong Xinyu and Fang Hongli did not care about Xia ruofei and Feng Jing at 

all. They thought that it was fine to offend such a small company and that it would not affect them at all. 

However, they didn’t expect that these two little bosses in their eyes were actually drinking and talking 

happily with the world – Class rich Tang Yitian, while they were stupidly walking into the muzzle of a 

gun. 

Dong Xinyu’s throat moved up and down a few times, but she did not make any sound. Her body 

trembled slightly, and she looked at Xia ruofei with a pleading look. 

If Xia ruofei had not seen her arrogant and rude appearance, he might have been deceived by this 

illusion and felt a little sympathy for her. 

However, Xia ruofei had no sympathy for her now. 

Fang Hongli was also frightened. She stood there, not knowing what to do. 

How sharp were Tang Yitian’s eyes? When he saw the expressions of the three people, he immediately 

raised his eyebrows and asked,””Ruofei, do you know President li and the others?” 

Xia ruofei smiled.”We just met. We don’t know each other.” 

Seeing that Xia ruofei didn’t complain to Tang Yitian, Li Yao and the other two were slightly relieved. 

It wasn’t that Xia ruofei was magnanimous, but that he didn’t want to do it. At the same time, he didn’t 

know what relationship Tang Yitian had with these three people. Moreover, Tang Yitian’s base was in 

Australia, so he didn’t want to make things difficult for Tang Yitian. 



However, even if Xia ruofei did not say anything, Feng Rao could not help but feel indignant. 

It was Xia ruofei’s persuasion that had slowly calmed her down. Now that she had seen Dong Xinyu and 

Fang Hongli, all the unhappiness from before came back to her. 

“Mr. Tang, a big star like miss Dong is beyond our reach!” Feng Jing pouted. 

Dong Xinyu almost collapsed to the ground when she heard this. She was at a loss. 

No matter how slow Tang Yitian was, he could tell that Xia ruofei and Dong Xinyu were not on good 

terms with each other. Moreover, Tang Yitian was not slow at all. 

He immediately frowned and asked,””Ruofei, what’s going on?” 

Xia ruofei laughed nonchalantly and said, “It’s nothing, big brother Tang! You don’t have to worry about 

this, I can handle it myself!” 

Tang Yitian’s face darkened, and he pretended to be angry,””RUO Fei, you’re not treating me as a 

brother! Could it be that I, Tang Yitian, am a person who is afraid of trouble? Do you think that this isn’t 

Australia and my words don’t matter?” 

When Li Yao and the other two heard this, they were so scared that their faces turned pale, especially 

Dong Xinyu. Her body began to tremble uncontrollably. If it was not for Fang Hongli holding her, she 

would have collapsed on the ground. 

The little boss of a company in the countryside actually called Mr. Tang his brother! 

“Who did I offend ...” Dong Xinyu cried out in her heart. At this moment, she was filled with regret. 

If she hadn’t sought her own death and agreed to be the spokesperson of paradise Corporation, but was 

tempted by Li Yao’s conditions and changed her mind right before the contract was signed, she would 

have already become the spokesperson of paradise corporation’s brand image. 

If that was the case, then she could have a good relationship with the boss of Maya Entertainment. 

Seeing how close Xia ruofei was with Tang Yitian and his wife, she might even be able to play the female 

lead if he said something. 

But now ... Not only was it all in vain, but he had also offended Xia ruofei. It was hard to say whether 

“Angel of doom” would be a success or not. 

The difference of a single thought was heaven and hell. 

“I didn’t mean it that way, big brother Tang ...” Xia ruofei forced a smile. 

“Then tell me what’s going on!” Tang Yitian said. 

Xia ruofei looked at Feng Rao with a hint of blame and said helplessly,””Big brother Tang, we’re here on 

a business trip to Beijing this time to find a brand ambassador for the company’s new product. President 

Feng has basically decided on the candidate after some inspection and remote negotiations ...” 

Tang Yitian glanced at the dazed Dong Xinyu and asked,””Is this the Miss Dong you’ve booked?” 

“But due to some reasons, we didn’t sign the contract ...” Xia ruofei nodded. 



Tang Yitian gave Li Yao a meaningful look. Although Xia ruofei didn’t explain it clearly, with his 

intelligence, he had already guessed the whole story. 

Li Yao immediately felt like he was being stabbed in the back. He hurried to say,””Mr. Xia, I didn’t know 

that your company had already reached an oral agreement with miss Dong. I was too rash in this matter, 

please forgive me! We ... We’ll terminate the contract with miss Dong immediately!” 

At this moment, Dong Xinyu had also regained her senses. She quickly said,”Mr. Xia, miss Feng, I ... I’m 

willing to endorse paradise corporation’s products! Please give me a chance, I ... I don’t want any 

endorsement fees, I’ll endorse you for free!” 

Xia ruofei frowned slightly, but before he could speak, Jennifer, who had been silent all this time, 

suddenly said,””This miss Dong ... Why do I find her a little familiar?” 

Dong Xinyu broke out in a cold sweat. If it was not for today’s incident, she would have been recognized 

by the head of Maya Entertainment and the world – Class superstar, Jennifer. It would probably be 

enough for her to brag about for years. 

But in this case, she would rather Jennifer not recognize her at all. 

Under Jennifer’s burning gaze, Dong Xinyu revealed a smile that was uglier than crying. She said in a 

trembling voice,””Ms. Jennifer, I ... I’m dong Xinyu, the actress who played Lu Yao in ‘the angel of 

doom’...” 

Jennifer suddenly remembered. No wonder she felt like she had seen Dong Xinyu somewhere before. 

“Angel of doom” was the first time that Maya Co. Ltd. Had tried to work with a Chinese distributor. They 

had hired a gold – medal screenwriter from Hollywood to personally produce the movie. Many of the 

characters in the movie were Chinese, and the background of the story was also in China. 

During the casting, even though Jennifer did not do it herself, the information of the selected actors 

would eventually be reported to her, so she had seen Dong Xinyu’s makeup photos. 

Dong Xinyu was still looking at Jennifer, hoping that the matter would not be too bad. 

After all, Xia ruofei didn’t mention the details of the conflict just now, and although Feng Jing looked 

very indignant, she didn’t say anything more. So, Tang Yitian and Jennifer didn’t know that she had an 

ugly face when she faced Xia ruofei and Feng Jing just now. 

Moreover, she felt that her attitude of admitting her mistake just now was still very good, so she still 

had a trace of hope in her heart. 

To Dong Xinyu’s surprise, after Jennifer nodded slightly, her expression immediately turned serious and 

she said firmly,””Miss Dong Xinyu, on behalf of Meiya entertainment, I would like to officially inform you 

that you have been fired from the production team of ‘the angel of doom’. We will re – Select the 

second female lead!” 

Dong Xinyu was dumbfounded. Her manager, Fang Hongli, was also stunned, her face pale. 

This Jennifer was too decisive! 



Furthermore,”Angel of doom” was extremely important to Dong Xinyu, whose stardom had just begun 

to take a turn for the better. It was a once – in – a – lifetime opportunity for a talent show Celebrity like 

her to be able to get such an opportunity. 

When it was confirmed that she would be able to star in “Angel of doom”, Dong Xinyu felt as if she was 

floating in the air. It was as if she could see the scene of herself shining on the red carpet in the near 

future. 

He didn’t expect that because of a small conflict, all of this would come to naught. 

After Dong Xinyu regained her senses, she quickly pleaded,””Ms. Jennifer, I ... It was just a 

misunderstanding with Mr. Xia. I know I’m wrong. Please ... Don’t fire me ...” 

Then, Dong Xinyu grabbed Xia ruofei’s hand and said,””Mr. Xia, I failed to recognize Mount Tai just now. 

Please forgive me and help me speak up! I can’t lose this opportunity! I ... I’m willing to be your 

company’s spokesperson for free, no matter how many years you want me to sign!” 

Xia ruofei let go of Dong Xinyu’s hand in disgust and said indifferently,””Miss Dong, our company can’t 

possibly hire someone who doesn’t keep his word and has bad character to be our spokesperson.” 

Dong Xinyu’s heart sank to the bottom of the valley. Tears streamed down her face as she cried,””Ms. 

Jennifer, I know I’m wrong. Please give me another chance ...” He said. 

Fang Hongli, who was holding onto Dong Xinyu, was also begging for mercy. 

Li Yao, the instigator, had already retreated a few steps away with a pale face. He did not even dare to 

plead for mercy. 

Jennifer frowned slightly and said,”miss Dong, you’re a public figure now, so please take note of your 

image!” You guys go back first! The production team will send you an official notice soon. ” 

Dong Xinyu looked at Xia ruofei in a daze and then at Jennifer, who had a cold expression. She suddenly 

broke free from Fang Hongli, pointed at Jennifer’s nose and said loudly,””On what basis? What right do 

you have to treat me like this? Is it because I didn’t agree to be the spokesperson for paradise 

Corporation? It’s my freedom to endorse any company I want!” 
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Chapter 1085: courting death (1) 

 

“Dong Xinyu, what are you saying!” Li Yao was both shocked and angry. He quickly shouted. 

“Am I wrong? Isn’t it my freedom to choose which company I want to endorse?” Dong Xinyu was also 

going all out. Since she had already lost her role, what could be worse than this? 

Jennifer shrugged and said,”of course!” Then ... It’s also up to us, the investors, to choose who’s the 

second female lead!” 



Dong Xinyu was suddenly stunned. The words she had said in a fit of anger had been used by Jennifer to 

slap her in the face in the blink of an eye. 

Her chest heaved up and down as she said angrily,””I ... I passed the crew selection and was officially 

selected. How can you go back on your word?” 

Jennifer still had an indifferent expression and asked,””Did we sign the contract?” 

“I ... I’ve already signed an acting contract!” Dong Xinyu suddenly became spirited. 

“So?” Jennifer pursed her lips and asked,”did you get the contract signed and stamped by our 

company?” 

All the actors ‘contracts were still in the headquarters of Maya Entertainment. Jennifer herself had not 

signed them, nor had she used the company seal. How could Dong Xinyu have gotten her hands on 

them? 

Dong Xinyu choked at once. She held it in for a long time before she said resentfully,”Even if I didn’t sign 

an official contract, I’ve participated in a few rounds of selection, and you were the one who informed 

me to be officially hired! You’re going back on your words!” 

“Yes,” Jennifer shrugged.”Just like what you did to Mr. Xia and the Paradise Corporation, we’ll follow the 

contract!” 

Dong Xinyu was immediately rendered speechless by this rebuttal. 

That’s right! If she could do it, couldn’t others do the same? 

The cycle of heaven and earth, retribution, and dissatisfaction were used to describe people like her. 

Dong Xinyu only reacted now. The reason why Jennifer was willing to tell her so much was to make fun 

of her all along. Her purpose was to give her a taste of her own medicine. 

Even though Dong Xinyu had always been in a pitiful state, like a wronged daughter – in – Law, except 

for her sudden outburst at the end, Jennifer was not moved at all. 

Jennifer knew very well that a magical person like Xia ruofei would not deliberately target Dong Xinyu. 

Moreover, when she saw Feng Jing’s angry expression, she knew that Dong Xinyu must have made Xia 

ruofei very angry. 

It was just that Xia ruofei did not want to trouble the couple, so he had maintained a calm attitude. 

However, Xia ruofei did not want to trouble them, and Jennifer could not just sit back and do nothing. 

Xia ruofei had saved her beloved son, Tang Haoran’s life. Furthermore, Xia ruofei was Tang Haoran’s 

master now. How could she not do anything when this artiste had offended Xia ruofei? 

It was just a second female lead role. This kind of half – Popular small – time star was everywhere. With 

the Golden signboard of Maya Entertainment and the luxurious lineup of “Angel of doom”, as long as 

the news was released, it was easy to find a more suitable role than Dong Xinyu. 

Hence, Jennifer fired Dong Xinyu from the crew without any hesitation. 



Dong Xinyu’s chest heaved up and down violently. Her fingers were tightly clenched together, and her 

pale face reflected the strong fluctuations in her heart at the moment. 

Dong Xinyu understood that “the angel of doom” was no longer her. The biggest opportunity she had 

ever had since she started her career, the opportunity for her to soar to the top, had completely 

disappeared. 

Extreme disappointment, regret, and other emotions intertwined. 

Suddenly, Dong Xinyu revealed a crazed expression and said hatefully,””Isn’t it just a lousy show? If you 

don’t let me act, we’ll just go our separate ways! I’m going to expose the dirty secrets of the crew to the 

media now! Hahaha ...” 

Dong Xinyu was still very young, and she had never encountered any setbacks since she started 

cultivating. This incident had distorted her mentality. 

Fang Hongli and Li Yao’s expressions changed. 

Dong Xinyu had actually dared to spout such nonsense in front of Tang Yitian and his wife. She had 

completely given up! 

“Xinyu!” Fang Hongli quickly tugged at Dong Xinyu’s clothes. 

“Dong Xinyu, are you crazy?!” Li Yao shouted back. Hurry up and apologize to Mr. And Mrs. Tang!” 

“Apologize? Hahaha! Why should I apologize?” Dong Xinyu glared at Li Yao with red eyes and said,”I’m 

not acting in their show anymore. What’s there to be afraid of? Didn’t he just have a bit of stinky 

money? This was Huaxia! I can’t be banned by two Australians!” 

Jennifer’s face suddenly sank, while Tang Yitian’s brows were slightly furrowed, and his sharp eyes shot 

to Dong Xinyu. 

From Dong Xinyu’s point of view, no matter how rich Tang Yitian and Jennifer were, they were just local 

tycoons in Australia. This movie was funded by their company, so they could decide the actors ‘fate with 

a word. However, their power was not in China at the end of the day. She had already lost the role in 

“Angel of doom”, and her situation could not get any worse. 

That was why she was so unscrupulous. Of course, at the same time, she had thrown away all her 

pretense and exposed all the bad habits in her nature. 

In fact, a small star like her could be easily suppressed by Li Yao, who had a certain network in the 

business and entertainment circles. Let alone a world – Class tycoon like Tang Yitian. 

Even if Tang Yitian’s company was based in Australia, as long as he said the word, many people in the 

country would be willing to listen to him. 

Dong Xinyu was too naive. 

Li Yao knew the severity of the situation. He felt that Dong Xinyu had gone crazy and would not listen to 

him at all. So, after giving Dong Xinyu a fierce glare, he immediately bowed to Tang Yitian and said,””Mr. 



Tang, our company will terminate the contract with Dong Xinyu immediately! On behalf of the Yafu 

group, I would like to express our sincerest apologies to you for what happened!” 

“Terminate the contract?” Dong Xinyu said frantically,”do you think you can terminate the contract just 

because you say so? We just signed a three – year contract! You can terminate your contract if you want 

to! Pay me 5 million as per the contract!” 

“Dong Xinyu! If you want to die, don’t drag me down with you!” Li Yao said with a hideous face. 

His intestines were about to turn green with regret. If he had not been so cheap as to bring this lunatic, 

Dong Xinyu, to see Tang Yitian, there would not have been so many problems. 

The current situation was already completely out of his control. 

“Hahaha! Didn’t Maya Entertainment say that I don’t have a contract?” Dong Xinyu laughed heartily and 

said,”I just signed the contract with Yafu. The contract is still in my bag! Boss Li can’t be that forgetful, 

right?” 

“Enough!” Xia ruofei, who had been silent all this while, suddenly slammed the table and shouted. 

The slap was so loud that Dong Xinyu was shocked. Her crazy smile could not help but freeze. 

Xia ruofei said coldly,”don’t talk about your mess with the Yafu group here!” We’re going to eat now, so 

get lost!” 

Dong Xinyu’s series of actions today had made Xia ruofei extremely disgusted with her. 

Most importantly, Xia ruofei could see that Tang Yitian and Jennifer were also angry. 

Xia ruofei had never wanted to trouble Tang Yitian and his wife. Just now, Jennifer had fired Dong Xinyu 

from the crew with just a word. Xia ruofei could still accept it. If he let Tang Yitian and his wife use their 

own connections to deal with Dong Xinyu, Xia ruofei felt that it would be too much trouble for them. 

It was a matter that she could solve herself, so there was no need to involve Tang Yitian and his wife. 

In addition, Dong Xinyu had just announced that she would reveal the truth to the media. The 

entertainment media nowadays had no moral integrity at all. As long as it was news that could attract 

attention, they would rush like a flock of ducks. If they allowed this Dong Xinyu to go out and spread 

nonsense, it might bring a negative impact to’ Angel of doom ‘. 

Although the possibility of this happening was very low, the Mei ya group was powerful and it wasn’t 

difficult to deal with this kind of public relations matter. However, Xia ruofei didn’t want to affect Tang 

Yitian, or he would feel even more guilty. 

Therefore, when Dong Xinyu had said those words, Xia ruofei had already sentenced her to death in his 

heart. 

Dong Xinyu glanced at Xia ruofei with disdain and said,””Tsk! This old lady likes to talk here, what can 

you do about it!” 



Just now, she was still begging for Xia ruofei’s forgiveness and was even willing to be the spokesperson 

for paradise Corporation for free. However, after she confirmed that she had no hope of acting in “Angel 

of doom”, her attitude changed completely and her words were unscrupulous. 

“Dong Xinyu,” Xia ruofei said indifferently,”you can’t blame anyone else for your own death. Just wait to 

be banned!” 

Dong Xinyu sneered and said in disdain,””Ban me? With just you, a small village boss? I’m dying of 

laughter! If you didn’t know Tang Yitian, you would be nothing! He really thinks he’s some great figure! 

Come on! Ban me! I’m so scared ... Hahaha!” 

Xia ruofei could not be bothered with this crazy man. He could ask song Rui to do this kind of thing with 

just a word. Besides, he and song Rui were as close as Blood Brothers. He did not feel any pressure at all 

when he asked him to do this. 

Hence, Xia ruofei took out his phone and dialed song Rui’s number in front of everyone. 

The phone rang twice before song Rui picked it up. 

Before Xia ruofei could speak, song Rui said in surprise,””Ruofei, I was just about to call you! You brat, 

do you need to have such a tacit understanding! I’m telling you, the day after tomorrow ...” 

Xia ruofei interrupted song Rui and said,””We’ll talk about your matter later! There’s a small star called 

Dong Xinyu, I think she appeared on a talent show ... Which company is she from?” 

Xia ruofei looked at Feng Jing and asked the last question. 

Feng Jing had personally been in charge of the endorsement deal in the early stages, so she was 

naturally quite familiar with Dong Xinyu’s situation. 

“Star Media!” Feng Jing replied without hesitation. 

“She’s an artiste under Star Media!” Xia ruofei continued to say to song Rui,”I’m very, very unhappy with 

her. Help me find someone to completely ban her! Is there any difficulty?” 
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Xia ruofei used “very” twice in a row. Song Rui could not help but laugh.”Woof! What did this unlucky 

child do to make you angry?” 

In song Rui’s impression, Xia ruofei had always been a very peaceful person. He did not put on airs with 

his subordinates and was very loyal to his friends. As long as others did not provoke him, he would not 

be too calculative. Today, Xia ruofei’s tone was so heavy. It was obvious that this small star named Dong 

Xinyu had greatly offended Xia ruofei. 

“You don’t have to worry about that. Just tell me if you can do it or not,” Xia ruofei said. 



“Nonsense! This isn’t a big deal!” Song Rui said indifferently,”it’s something that can be settled with a 

phone call. Leave it to me!” 

“Good! I’ll be waiting for your news!” Xia ruofei said,”thanks!” 

“Hey! Why are you being so polite with me!” Song Rui said,”alright! I’ll make a call first!” 

“Yes, the sooner the better!” Xia ruofei said and then hung up. 

In a big house in Beijing, song Rui began to look for a number in his contact list after hanging up the 

phone. 

As he was looking, he suddenly stopped and muttered to himself,””F * ck! I haven’t said anything yet! 

That kid hung up the phone ...” 

However, he quickly waved his hand and said,”Forget it, forget it! Let’s help him first ... This Lord is really 

hard to serve!” 

...... 

Zola’s restaurant. 

After Xia ruofei finished his call, Dong Xinyu immediately smiled and said,””What are you pretending 

for? Do you think you can scare me with a phone call? How childish!” 

Dong Xinyu did not believe Xia ruofei when he said over the phone that he wanted to shut her out 

completely. She felt that if Xia ruofei really had this ability, would he need to go through so much 

trouble to find a spokesperson? If she had such powerful connections in the entertainment industry, she 

could easily find a celebrity ten times more popular than her to endorse her. 

Dong Xinyu did not know that Xia ruofei did not have many connections in the entertainment industry. It 

was just that his connections were all people who managed the entertainment industry. 

Xia ruofei did have a way to find celebrities who were more popular than her to endorse his company. 

However, Xia ruofei did not want to do that. Most of the time, he wanted to run his company through 

normal business operations. 

Xia ruofei didn’t respond to Dong Xinyu’s sarcasm. He didn’t even glance at Dong Xinyu from the corner 

of his eyes. He directly said to Tang Yitian,””Big brother Tang, this place is too noisy! Let’s go!” 

“Sure!” Tang Yitian laughed. We’ve already eaten!” 

After that, Tang Yitian made a gesture to the waiter who had been paying attention to them. The waiter 

quickly came over with a tray, on which was today’s bill. 

Tang Yitian took out a credit card and put it on the tray with a smile. Then, he took out a hundred – 

dollar bill from his wallet and put it on the tray.”Thank you for your hard work!” 

The 100 dollars was for the waiter. 

“Thank you, sir!” The waiter quickly bowed. 



Although Zola’s restaurant was very high – end, and the waiters received a lot of tips every day, there 

were not many generous customers who gave 100 dollars in one go, which surprised him. 

The waiter took Tang Yitian’s credit card to the cashier to pay the bill, while Xia ruofei and the others 

ignored Dong Xinyu and the other two, chatting with each other while waiting. 

No one responded to Dong Xinyu’s unreasonable behavior. She felt a little bored as well. She snorted 

coldly and said, “I’m going to the media! The media will definitely be interested in the news of the 

Australians suppressing the Chinese actors. When the Chinese come to boycott this movie, I’ll see how 

much you can sell at the box office!” 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer didn’t even bat an eye. They were still smiling as they chatted with Xia ruofei 

and Feng Jing about the taste of the main dishes of the night. 

Dong Xinyu’s threat did not cause any psychological fluctuations to Tang Yitian and Jennifer, not to 

mention that they had absolute confidence in Xia ruofei. 

They would not be as stupid as Dong Xinyu to think that Xia ruofei’s phone call was just a Bluff to regain 

some face or to scare Dong Xinyu. 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer had witnessed Xia ruofei’s magical ability with their own eyes. How could such a 

strange person do such a boring thing? 

Dong Xinyu gritted her teeth and walked out. 

Fang Hongli also stomped her feet anxiously and quickly caught up. 

Li Yao was the most embarrassed one. He was in a terrible situation today! He looked at Tang Yitian and 

the others with an embarrassed expression and apologized again. 

Xia ruofei didn’t have a good impression of Li Yao either, not to mention that Li Yao was working for a 

Japanese company in the Wei nation, which made Xia ruofei even more disgusted, so his attitude 

towards Li Yao was also very cold. 

Tang Yitian didn’t bother to feign civility with Li Yao. He just replied with a few words. Li Yao knew that 

today’s grudge had been formed. If he wanted to remedy it, he could only do it in the future. 

So he had no choice but to slightly bow to Tang Yitian, and then quickly left Zola restaurant. 

...... 

Dong Xinyu walked out of the Western restaurant and quickly made her way to the parking lot. 

Fang Hongli caught up with him and said worriedly,””Xinyu, you were too impulsive today ... Tang Yitian 

is a rich man, and we can’t afford to offend him ...” 

Dong Xinyu stopped in her tracks, her eyes widened as she said,””Sister Fang, why are you blaming me 

too! Do you think I want to offend them? They’re the ones who went too far and didn’t give me any 

chance at all. What’s the difference if I don’t offend them?” 

There was a type of person in this world who would only look for the reason on others when something 

happened and would never see the problem with themselves. 



Dong Xinyu was obviously such a person. 

Fang Hongli shook her head helplessly. She was different from some strong managers. Fang Hongli did 

not have much experience, and only Dong Xinyu was slightly more outstanding among the artistes under 

her. Therefore, she had always been very accommodating to Dong Xinyu, and Dong Xinyu was always 

the dominant one in her work. 

Just then, Fang Hongli’s phone rang. 

She took it out and looked at the caller ID. Then, she raised her head and said to Dong Xinyu,””Xiangxi 

TV’s producer Liu ...” 

“Quickly answer it!” Dong Xinyu said,”he must be asking me to film some show!” 

Fang Hongli nodded and answered the call. She greeted him warmly,”Hello, producer Liu!” 

“What?” No one knew what producer Liu said on the other end of the phone, but Fang Hongli’s face 

changed.”Producer Liu, didn’t we arrange this job last month ... We ... Okay, I got it ...” 

After hanging up the phone, Fang Hongli looked at Dong Xinyu and said in a low voice,””Xinyu, that 

award – winning singer from Xiangxi TV can’t go to the concert tour!” 

Dong Xinyu had stood out on a singing talent show by Xiangxi television station. The television station 

had specially arranged nine concerts for the top eight winners. 

This was also to take advantage of the popularity of these talent show stars and continue to promote 

them. 

These nine concert tours were also the key work arrangements for Dong Xinyu for the second half of the 

year. 

Dong Xinyu’s expression changed when she heard this. She said,””What’s going on? The concert was 

canceled? How could they do this? We’ve already filmed the promotional video, so why don’t we just 

shut it down!” 

Fang Hongli’s expression was a little strange.””Xinyu, the concert is still open, but you won’t be able to 

go ...” 

“What!” This time, Dong Xinyu was even more stunned, as if she had been struck by lightning. 

Fang Hongli sighed,”producer Liu said that it was an emergency notice from the higher – ups ... Xinyu, do 

you think that Mr. Xia ...” 

“Impossible!” Dong Xinyu’s expression turned extremely ugly.”He’s just a small boss from the 

countryside. How can he have so much power?” It must be a coincidence ...” 

Before Dong Xinyu could finish her sentence, Fang Hongli’s phone rang again. 

A minute later, Fang Hongli said with a serious face,””Xinyu, the television talk show that we agreed on 

last week has been canceled ...” 

Before Fang Hongli could finish, another call came in. 



Fang Hongli’s phone didn’t stop ringing. In just a few minutes, she had received at least eight or nine 

calls, and every call brought bad news. 

The MV was taken down by the website, the advertisement that was half – shot was postponed 

indefinitely, and the reality show organizers retracted their invitation ... 

It was as if the entire world had abandoned Dong Xinyu. 

Dong Xinyu felt as if she was about to go crazy. At the same time, she felt a sense of fear that came from 

the bottom of her heart. 

Could it really be him? This thought began to grow uncontrollably. 

Soon, the phone rang again. Dong Xinyu could not help but tremble. She was now a little afraid of the 

ringtone of a mobile phone. 

This time, it was her own phone. 

“It’s ... It’s President Xu!” Dong Xinyu looked at the caller ID and could not help but say in a trembling 

voice. 

It was the president of star brilliance media, who was also Dong Xinyu’s Big Boss. 

“Quickly answer it!” Fang Hongli had a bad feeling, but she still urged in a low voice. 

Dong Xinyu answered the phone in trepidation. 

Before she could speak, President Xu’s roar came from the phone,””Dong Xinyu! Who the hell did you 

offend? Even the head of the headquarters personally called to warn me!” 

Dong Xinyu’s mind went blank. She had been blown away by the bad news that came one after another. 

She could only subconsciously say,”President ... President Xu ... I don’t know anything ... I don’t know 

anything ...” 

Director Xu said impatiently,”stupid B * tch!” Even if you want to die, don’t drag the company down! I’m 

telling you, from now on, you’re completely banned! There are still five years left in your contract with 

the company. If you appear on camera for even a second in these five years, I’ll F * cking change my 

surname to yours!” 

After that, President Xu hung up the phone angrily. 

“How could this be ... How could this be ...” Dong Xinyu muttered to herself, looking as if she had lost 

her soul. 

The phone was already busy, but Dong Xinyu was still holding the phone in a daze. Her eyes were dull, 

and her mind was in a mess ... 
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“Xinyu ...” Fang Hongli’s face was pale.”Did the higher – ups really ban you?” 

Dong Xinyu suddenly came to her senses. Her face was even a little ferocious as she said madly,””Hmph! 

Since they’ve gone too far, don’t blame me for not following the rules! I’ll go to the media and expose 

it!” 

“Xinyu! “Be careful ...” Fang Hongli’s face changed. 

Exposing scandals to the media was a double – edged sword. It might disgust the other party, but it 

would also ruin her own future. Everyone in the industry would reject her Yingluo. Who would trust a 

big – mouthed lunatic? 

Dong Xinyu gritted her teeth and said,”I’ve already been banned. What’s there to worry about?!” If they 

don’t give me a way out, they won’t have an easy time either!” 

After saying that, Dong Xinyu ignored Fang Hongli’s dissuasion and took out her phone to find the phone 

number of her familiar media friend. 

Fang Hongli’s mouth opened and closed, but in the end, she sighed and did not continue to persuade 

her. However, in her heart, she had basically given up on Dong Xinyu. She knew very well that Dong 

Xinyu’s future in the entertainment industry had been completely destroyed. 

Fang Hongli even felt a trace of pity when she saw Dong Xinyu in a state of madness. 

Dong Xinyu was still an actress, so when the call was connected, she quickly changed her expression and 

said in a sweet voice,””Hello, chief editor Chen!” 

On the other end of the phone, chief editor Chen’s voice was very cold,””It’s miss Dong! What’s the 

matter?” 

Dong Xinyu felt a burst of displeasure in her heart. When she had participated in the finals of the talent 

show and was at her peak popularity, all these media reporters had been rushing to curry favor with her. 

She did not expect that it had only been a short while, and this chief editor Chen had also begun to 

change his tone. 

However, Dong Xinyu’s mind was still on the matter of the exposure, so she did not have the mood to 

fuss over it. She directly said,””Chief editor Chen, I have some exciting news to share with you. It’s about 

the movie ‘Angel of doom’...” 

Every time she finished, chief editor Chen interrupted her and said,””Ms. Dong, I still have a business 

meeting to attend. Also...We are a serious media company, and we don’t have much demand for 

entertainment news. I think you should look for another media company!” 

After saying that, chief editor Chen did not wait for Dong Xinyu to reply and immediately hung up the 

phone. 

Dong Xinyu could not help but be stunned. When had a reporter ever hung up on her? It was always 

these people who wanted to interview her with a smile. 



“Damn it, I don’t believe that without you, Chen shaoming, we can’t contact the media!” Dong Xinyu 

said with a cold face. 

She cursed in a low voice as she searched for the phone numbers of her friends in the media. 

However, as the calls were made, Dong Xinyu’s expression became uglier and uglier. 

These media reporters and editors who were usually very enthusiastic about her became very cold when 

they received her call. Some of them responded to her with a few lukewarm words, while others did not 

even pick up the phone and hung up directly. 

Dong Xinyu did not give up and made more than ten consecutive calls. Finally, she gave up like a 

deflated ball. 

She looked at Fang Hongli with an ashen face and said,””Sister Fang, the media ...” 

“This is a total ban ...” Fang Hongli murmured in fear. 

All of his work, including concerts, interviews, reality shows, advertisements ... Everything was canceled. 

Even the media was avoided like a snake. Such a ban was really thorough. 

One could imagine that from this moment on, Dong Xinyu, who was originally a little famous, would 

suddenly disappear from the public eye. Any news related to her would be blocked. Even with the 

development of the media today, in the face of such a strong ban, Dong Xinyu would not have any room 

to resist. 

Dong Xinyu’s hands trembled as she opened the Weibo app on her phone. As expected, she was no 

longer able to log in to her account. After entering her account password on the login interface, a 

prompt box appeared: [Your account has been temporarily suspended for violating relevant laws and 

regulations of the country. Please contact Weibo customer service if you have any questions.] 

Dong Xinyu’s entire body seemed to have been pulled out of her bones, and she was completely limp. 

The funny thing was that she had just talked big and wanted to fight to the death, defaming the 

“doomsday Angel” crew and peach blossom company through the media. She didn’t expect that with a 

casual phone call, she couldn’t speak even if she had a mouth. Even if she could speak, it couldn’t spread 

out. She was completely sealed off. 

Xia ruofei’s young face appeared in Dong Xinyu’s mind. Even when she was mocking him, Xia ruofei 

remained calm. Just now, Dong Xinyu thought that Xia ruofei was acting tough but was actually weak 

and did not have any confidence. Now, it seemed that he did not even bother to talk to her. 

In his eyes, I’m not even a shrimp. A phone call from him can control a star’s future and fate. It’s simply 

life and death! 

Dong Xinyu suddenly felt like she was acting like a clown in Zola’s restaurant. 

Her lips trembled slightly as she muttered,””It’s him ... It must be him ... Sister Fang, let’s ... Let’s go 

apologize to Mr. Xia! Otherwise, we’re really done for ...” 

After saying that, Dong Xinyu ran in the direction of Zola’s restaurant. 



Fang Hongli’s mouth moved. She wanted to say that it was too late. 

But she didn’t say it in the end. She let out a long sigh and quickly chased after him. 

Dong Xinyu had only run a few steps when she saw Li Yao angrily walking towards her. 
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When Li Yao saw Dong Xinyu, he immediately shouted,””Dong Xinyu! Are you F * cking crazy ...” 

The dazed Dong Xinyu did not even look at Li Yao. She only wanted to beg for Xia ruofei’s forgiveness. 

She ran past Li Yao. 

“You ...” Li Yao angrily shouted. 

“Boss Li, I’m sorry! Xinyu has just been completely blacklisted, and she’s in a hurry to apologize to Mr. 

Xia!” Fang Hongli explained in a hurry,”we’ll apologize to you later!” 

With that, Fang Hongli quickly chased after Dong Xinyu. 

Li Yao could not help but be stunned. 

How many minutes has it been since Mr. Xia finished the call? Dong Xinyu had been completely banned? 

It turned out that he had misjudged him. That Mr. Xia was also an amazing person! 

Li Yao thought about it again. How could a person who could call a Big Shot like Tang Yitian his brother 

really be just an ordinary small boss? 

Thinking of this, Li Yao couldn’t help but smile bitterly. He had really forgotten to check the Almanac 

when he went out today. What an unexpected disaster! 

He shook his head helplessly and strode toward the parking lot. It was too deep for him to get involved 

in this. Li Yao already felt that he should get out of this as soon as possible. He didn’t want to sink 

deeper and deeper. 

...... 

In Zola’s restaurant, the waiter swiped his card and gave Tang Yitian his signature on the bill. 

Then, Tang Yitian, Xia ruofei, and the others also got up and walked out. 

Just as they were walking out, Xia ruofei’s phone rang. 

It was song Rui. 

“Hello, song Rui.” Xia ruofei picked up the phone and asked,”is everything settled?” 



Song Rui said in a relaxed tone,”yes. I’ve spoken to the SARFT. They emphasized that this person must 

be completely banned. Do it as thoroughly as possible. The relevant authorities should have already 

taken action.” 

At this moment, Xia ruofei had reached the entrance of Zola’s restaurant. 

As soon as he looked up, he saw Dong Xinyu, who was running back in a daze from the distance. The 

corners of his mouth could not help but curve up as he said indifferently,””I think ... I can already see the 

effect! I owe you a favor!” 

“Hey! We’re brothers, why are you being so polite!” Song Rui said,”ruofei, I ...” 

“Song Rui, I still have something to deal with here.” Xia ruofei said,”I’ll call you back when I’m done with 

my work!” 

With that, Xia ruofei hung up the phone. 

Song Rui, who was in a mansion in Beijing, heard the busy tone on his phone and couldn’t help but 

laugh.””F * ck! This guy hung up on me twice a day! I just finished helping him with something! You’re 

burning the bridge after crossing it? You really are ...” 

However, song Rui and Xia ruofei were very close. He would not get angry over such a thing. 

He also knew that something must have happened to Xia ruofei. Otherwise, he would not have hung up 

so quickly. 

Besides, he was not in a hurry to look for Xia ruofei. It was not like he could not wait, so he did not really 

blame Xia ruofei. 

At the entrance of Zola’s restaurant. 

Xia ruofei had just kept his phone in his pocket when Dong Xinyu ran to him with a face full of fear. 

“Mr ... Mr. Xia, it was all my fault before!” Dong Xinyu said anxiously,”I ... I failed to recognize your 

greatness. Please spare me! Don’t ban me!” 

“Every adult has to be responsible for their own actions. It’s too late for you to say anything now!” Xia 

ruofei said indifferently. 

“No! Mr. Xia, I ... I’ve worked so hard for so many years. It’ll all be over if I’m banned! Please let me go!” 

Dong Xinyu cried. I ... I ... I’ll do anything you want! Please don’t ban me ...” 

As Dong Xinyu spoke, she tried her best to puff out her chest. 

Not to mention being the spokesperson for paradise Corporation, Xia ruofei could do anything to her as 

long as he wanted. As long as he didn’t ban her, she would even give herself to him immediately without 

any objections. 

Unfortunately, Xia ruofei had no interest in such a woman. 

Dong Xinyu’s coquettish behavior only made Xia ruofei feel more disgusted. 



Xia ruofei didn’t even bat an eye. He said indifferently,””It’s not that I didn’t give you a chance, it’s you 

who didn’t know how to grasp it. You can go!” 

“Don ‘t! “No...” Dong Xinyu grabbed Xia ruofei’s clothes and said,”Mr. Xia, please give me another 

chance! I really know I was wrong ...” 

Tang Yitian slightly frowned and raised his chin at the bodyguards who had been waiting at the entrance 

of Zola’s restaurant. 

The few burly Men in Black suits immediately came forward and pulled Dong Xinyu away without any 

explanation. 

Dong Xinyu was crying and struggling with all her might. However, Tang Yitian, Xia ruofei, and the rest 

had already gotten into the Mercedes – Benz RV [ 1]. Soon, the door was closed, and the vehicle left. 

Only then did the few bodyguards let go of Dong Xinyu. They quickly got into another Mercedes – Benz 

and followed her steadily. 

Dong Xinyu slumped to the ground. At this moment, her heart was like dead ashes, filled with despair. 

She knew very well that she was done for. From the moment Xia ruofei made that phone call, she was 

destined to never have a chance in the entertainment industry. All her previous efforts and efforts had 

been in vain. 

Fang Hongli sighed and helped Dong Xinyu up. She said,””Xinyu, let’s go back first!” 

“Sister Fang, what should we do?” Dong Xinyu grabbed Fang Hongli’s hand and said,”why don’t we ... Go 

and beg President Xu again? He has a lot of connections in the entertainment industry, so he might have 

a way. ” 
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Fang Hongli said,”let’s talk about it when we get back!” President Xu is also in a fit of anger right now, so 

we have to wait for him to calm down before we can find him!” 

In fact, Fang Hongli knew very well that Mr. Xia’s power was beyond their imagination to complete such 

a complete ban in such a short period of time. Perhaps even their company’s President Xu could not 

compete with him. 

Furthermore, even if he had the ability, why would President Xu help Dong Xinyu? 

She was just a small – time celebrity. It would not be a big loss for him to ban her. Why would he risk 

offending a Big Shot to help Dong Xinyu? 

Therefore, Fang Hongli knew that Dong Xinyu was finished. There was no way for her to make a 

comeback. 



Ever since Dong Xinyu had become famous, her personality had become more and more unreasonable. 

She had brought all of this upon herself. 

...... 

In the RV, Xia ruofei and the rest did not take the little episode at the entrance of the Western 

restaurant to heart. In their eyes, a small star like Dong Xinyu was not important. If she had not made 

such a big fuss, Xia ruofei would not have been so heavy – handed. 

However, so what if he was banned? he was just a small figure. 

There must be something hateful about the pitiful. Xia ruofei had not reached the point where he was 

overflowing with sympathy. 

Tang Yitian’s family first sent Xia ruofei and Feng Jing back to the hotel. 

Jennifer asked with a smile,”Xia, is your company looking for a spokesperson for that product?” What do 

you think about me being the spokesperson? It just so happens that ‘the angel of doom’ is preparing to 

start filming in China during this period of time, so I’ll probably be working in China all the time. There 

won’t be a problem for me to cooperate with your publicity!” 

After Feng Rao heard Jennifer’s words, she suddenly showed a look of surprise and joy. 

However, she was disappointed. 

Because Xia ruofei quickly replied,””Sis – in – Law, you’ve retired from the entertainment industry a long 

time ago, and you’re now the CEO of an entertainment company. How could I trouble you to be the 

spokesperson? It’s not suitable for you to show your face in public now ...” 

Tang Yitian laughed and said,”ruofei, if your sister – in – Law is willing, I don’t have any problems with 

it!” I’ve always been very supportive of Jennifer’s career ...” 

“I know, big brother Tang even opened an entertainment company for sister – in – Law!” Xia ruofei said 

with a smile, then said seriously,”but there’s really no need! I don’t want sister – in – Law to make an 

exception because of me!” 

Xia ruofei knew that since Jennifer retired from the entertainment industry, she had completely stopped 

taking on endorsements, advertising and other jobs. Now that she had successfully transformed, Xia 

ruofei felt bad to let her return under such circumstances. 

Even if Jennifer had suggested it, Xia ruofei could not get over it. 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer looked at each other. They could tell that Xia ruofei was not being polite. His 

attitude was very firm. 

So after Jennifer pondered for a moment, she said with a smile,””Alright, then forget it ...” 

Then Jennifer asked with a smile,””But ... I’d like to take a look at the information about your new 

product. That should be fine, right?” 

“Of course!” Xia ruofei said, then gestured to Feng Rao. 



Feng Rao immediately took out the introduction information about the jaded skin cream from her bag 

and handed it to Jennifer. 

Xia ruofei smiled and took out a small porcelain bottle from his bag.””Sister – in – Law, this is our 

company’s new product that is about to be launched. It was also personally designed and developed by 

me. Today, I specially brought it over for you to try it out. However, I was interrupted by that Dong Xinyu 

just now, so I did not have the time to bring it out!” 

Jennifer looked surprised and took the jaded skin ointment from Xia ruofei’s hand.””Thank you, Xia!” 

“You’re welcome!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I hope you can give us more valuable advice!” 

“Definitely, definitely!” Jennifer carefully put away the small bottle. 

She knew that Xia ruofei was a very capable person and his medical skills were superb. She was also 

looking forward to the product that Xia ruofei had personally developed. 
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The car soon arrived at the Wangfujing Hilton Hotel where Xia ruofei and Feng Rao were staying. 

To Feng Jing’s surprise, Tang Yitian’s family didn’t send them home. Instead, they got off the car and 

walked into the hotel. 

A world – Class rich man with a net worth of tens of billions of dollars actually valued Xia ruofei so much. 

Feng Jing saw that Xia ruofei didn’t seem surprised at all. He didn’t even say any polite words and 

walked into the hotel naturally. She was even more surprised. She felt that she didn’t know much about 

her boss. The more she interacted with him, the more mysterious she felt Xia ruofei was. 

In fact, Xia ruofei wanted to check on Tang Haoran’s cultivation progress. Tang Yitian and his wife had 

never treated Xia ruofei as an ordinary person. Instead, they treated him as an equal friend. They even 

treated him with respect. Sending Xia ruofei to his room was the most basic courtesy. 

The group of them walked into the hotel and went into the elevator. 

Xia ruofei’s room was on the same floor as Feng Jing ‘s. However, as they had booked a Business Suite, 

the two rooms were at the corners of the corridor. 

After getting out of the elevator, the two of them had to walk in two different directions. 

Feng Rao stopped and said to Xia ruofei,””Chairman, the choice of the spokesperson this time is my 

mistake. I will self – reflect in the company’s regular meeting when I go back. At the same time, I ask the 

company to deduct my salary and benefits as punishment.” 



Xia ruofei smiled and waved his hand.”This has nothing to do with you. It’s the media’s fault. She’s 

obviously a woman with a bad character and an unreasonable personality, but she’s been promoted as a 

pure and innocent girl!” 

“It’s mainly because time was a little tight, and my connections in the entertainment industry are 

limited. It’s my fault that I didn’t get to know the truth!” Feng Jing said, a little embarrassed. 

Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’ve already said that this has nothing to do with you. Don’t feel burdened.” 

Go back to your room and have a good rest for the night. If there’s anything important, we’ll talk about 

it tomorrow!” 

Feng Jing saw Tang Yitian’s family waiting at the side and knew that they probably had something to say 

to Xia ruofei. She nodded and said,””I understand, Chairman ... Oh right, the work here can’t be carried 

out for the time being. I’m preparing to return to San Shan tomorrow. I’ll hurry up and find a new 

spokesperson.” 

“There’s no hurry!” Xia ruofei frowned slightly and said,”President Feng, you’re giving yourself too much 

pressure. We don’t have to push forward the promotion of jaded skin cream. We have to have a sense 

of relaxation! Otherwise, your body won’t be able to take it. ” 

“I know ...” Feng Jing was a little down.”It’s just that it’s fine to stay in Beijing now. I might as well go 

back earlier. I can’t really let go of the company ...” 

At this moment, Jennifer suddenly said,””Feng, I think Xia is right. Only by learning to relax can you work 

better. We’re planning to tour the capital in the next two days. Why don’t you come with us?” 

“Jennifer, thank you so much for your invitation,” Feng Jing said,”but ... You know ... We’re in a hurry to 

find a spokesperson for our new product ...” 

Jennifer smiled and said,”even if it’s urgent, it can’t be within a day or two!” Xia is a good boss. I’m sure 

he’ll be willing to give you two days of paid leave. ” 

Then, Jennifer winked at Xia ruofei with a smile. 

Xia ruofei immediately replied,”yes!” The company will pay for all the expenses! Boss Feng, you can stay 

here and relax for two days, then come back to the three mountains with me!” 

“But ...” Feng Jing said hesitantly. 

“Feng, you don’t have to worry too much about the spokesperson.” Jennifer smiled and said,”you 

Chinese have a saying: There’s no way out for the mountains and rivers, but there’s a ray of hope at the 

end of the tunnel ... Maybe the turning point will appear soon!” 

Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh. 

Jennifer’s level of Chinese was actually barely passable, but she especially liked to use idioms, and often 

the words did not get the meaning. Today, she actually used such a long common phrase, and what was 

rare was that the sentence was very accurate here. 

Hearing Xia ruofei and Jennifer’s words, Feng Rao could only nod helplessly and say,””Alright then ...” 



Although Xia ruofei was her Chairman, sometimes she could still argue with reason and even take 

advantage of her female advantage to act coquettishly. However, Jennifer was a guest after all, and her 

status was there. She was indeed too embarrassed to refuse Jennifer’s warm invitation. 

Xia ruofei saw that Feng Jing had agreed and smiled.””President Feng, then you should go back to your 

room and have a good rest! Don’t even think about it!” 

“Alright, Chairman,” Feng Jing nodded. Then ... Mr. Tang, Jennifer, I’ll be going back first. ” 

Tang Yitian and Jennifer nodded with a smile. Feng Rao patted Tang Haoran’s head and said with a 

smile,””Goodbye, Haoran!” 

“See you tomorrow, Auntie Feng!” Tang Haoran said sensibly. 

Feng Rao was rarely addressed as ‘Auntie’. Her smile froze for a moment when she heard that. However, 

when she remembered that Tang Haoran was Xia ruofei’s student, she immediately felt relieved. She 

waved at Tang Haoran with a strange expression and walked back to her room. 

Xia ruofei led Tang Yitian’s family to another corridor and back to her room. 

“Big brother Tang, sister – in – Law, please take a seat first!” As Xia ruofei spoke, he picked up the kettle 

to get some water and prepared to make tea. 

 


